Wellcome Images – http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/page/
Home.html This collection contains over 40,000 high quality historical
images from the Wellcome Library collections, selected from UK
teaching hospitals and research institutions. It covers disease, surgery,
sciences from genetics to neuroscience including the full range of
imaging techniques. Some images available free under CC licenses
and some available to purchase.
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Using images

Public Health Image Library – http://phil.cdc.gov/Phil/home.asp
Images and videos from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Most of the images and videos can be freely used; for
some there is a charge.
Health Education Assets Library (HEAL) - http://
library.med.utah.edu/heal/ Collection of over 22,000 freely available
digital items for health sciences education.
History of Medicine Images from the US National Library for
Medicine – http://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/ihm/ This database contains
some materials that may be protected by United States or foreign
copyright laws. Its website states: “It is the users' responsibility to
determine compliance with the law when reproducing, transmitting, or
distributing images found in IHM.”
MorgueFile — http://www.morguefile.com/
Free photo archive. The term "morgueFile" is popular in the
newspaper business to describe the file that holds past issues flatsThe
purpose of this site is to provide free image reference material for use
in all creative pursuits.






Anatomy of the Human Body by Henry Gray—
http://www.bartleby.com/107/
The Bartleby.com edition of Gray’s Anatomy of the Human Body has
over 1000 engravings from the classic 1918 publication.

Copyright
All images in books, journals and those on the internet are subject to
copyright restrictions. If you wish to take an image from its original
source (either paper or electronic) to use in your own
document (either paper or electronic) you will need to
check the permissions granted of the publisher, rights
holder or the website owner.

The Library, Audrey Emerton Building,
Royal Sussex County Hospital
Brighton
01273 523300
bsuh.services@nhs.net
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Questions to ask before using an image:

The Library,
Princess Royal Hospital
Haywards Heath
01444 441881 x5596
www.bsuh.nhs.uk

The Library, Sussex Education Centre,
Mill View Hospital
Hove
01273 621984 x202587
@BrightonSx_LKS

Last updated: March 2019

Is it free?
Do I need to get permission to use the image?
Do I need to credit the image in a particular way?
Are there any restrictions on how I can use the image?

Brighton and Sussex NHS Library and Knowledge Service is part of
Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust
www.bsuh.nhs.uk/library

Using an image from a website
Some websites have clear information about the terms and conditions
under which their material may be used and you should not infringe these
terms and conditions. Other websites do not have clear information. If you
are unsure, check whether the copyright advice given on the website is
reliable and who owns the copyright in the images. If you are in any doubt,
seek written permission from the creator or copyright owner.
Anything with a ‘Creative Commons’ licence is normally OK for re-use.
The CC licence provides a simple, standardized way to share and use
creative work — on conditions of the owner’s choice. CC licences provide
usage rights, varying from the default of “all rights reserved” to “some
rights reserved.” For more information on CC licences http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
Best practice for attribution
Attributing images to their creator is a legal requirement in most instances,
even with a Creative Commons licence. Best practice is to use the TASL
acronym (see image below):
T: Title (title of the image—if
provided)
A: Author (Creator,- full
name where possible. A
linked social media handle is
acceptable in cases where
the full name isn’t available)
S: Source (URL where the
image is available—this can
be a hyperlink in the title)
L: Licence (what licence is
used, e.g. CC BY)
If you have modified the image, other information is required. Advice is
available from CC: https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/
Best_practices_for_attribution

Using Google Images: Google
Images now allows you to filter images
by licence type. In the advanced
search, click on tools and then usage
rights, you can choose the option you
want.

WHERE CAN I FIND IMAGES TO USE?
Resources available from Library and Knowledge Services contain
images (and videos) and can be used for non-commercial purposes. NHS
OpenAthens password required—further details at:
https://www.bsuh.nhs.uk/work-and-learn/library-services/find-informationon-a-topic/#ClinicalImages





Oxford Medicine Online
Clinical Key
Anatomy tv
Clinical Skills.net

SOME WEBSITES WITH FREELY AVAILABLE IMAGES:
Creative commons search - http://search.creativecommons.org/
Flickr - https://www.flickr.com/
Google Images Advanced search - you can filter out copyrighted
material: Go to Google Images and then: Settings (bottom right)
>Advanced Search >Usage rights >Choose: ‘Free to use, share or
modify, even commercially’)
Public Domain Pictures - http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/ A
repository for free public domain images. Download high quality HD
photos or upload your own.
Honmedia— http://www.hon.ch/HONmedia/
Nearly 7000 medical images and videos.

If the work is covered by traditional copyright law and you are using it for
educational purposes, there will often be an attribution statement you
should use. Be careful to word this correctly.
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